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Abstract

The difference between gas and water permeabilities is significant not only for solving gas-water two-phase flow problems, but also for quick measurements of permeability using gas as pore fluid. We have measured intrinsic permeability of sedimentary rocks from the Western Foothills of Taiwan, using nitrogen gas and distilled water as pore fluids, during several effective-pressure cycling tests at room temperature. The observed difference in gas and water permeabilities has been analyzed in view of the Klinkenberg effect. This effect is due to slip flow of gas at pore walls which enhances gas flow when pore sizes are very small. Experimental results show (1) that gas permeability is larger than water permeability by several times to one order of magnitude, (2) that gas permeability increases with increasing pore pressure, and (3) that water permeability slightly increases with increasing pore-pressure gradient across the specimen. The results (1) and (2) can be explained by Klinkenberg effect quantitatively with an empirical power law for Klinkenberg constant. Thus water permeability can be estimated from gas permeability. The Klinkenberg effect is important when permeability is lower than $10^{-18}$ m$^2$ and at low differential pore pressures, and its correction is essential for estimating water permeability from the measurement of gas permeability. A simple Bingham-flow model of pore water can explain the overall trend of the result (3) above. More sophisticated models with a pore-size distribution and with realistic rheology of water film is needed to account for the observed deviation from Darcy’s law.

1 Introduction

Permeability (or intrinsic permeability) is an important parameter to control the fluid flow systems at depths. Permeability would be wide ranges from $10^{-12}$ to less than $10^{-23}$ m$^2$ for the various rock type and depth condition (i.e. Neuzil, 1994; Wang, 2000). Several sedimentary rocks indicate strong anisotropy in permeability, and permeability is also sensitive to cracks and fractures. It is difficult to predict permeability from other
physical properties, such as porosity and grain size because of the complexity of the relationship. Permeability measurements under high confining pressure in a laboratory are a possible way to predict permeability structure at depths. One of the simple methods for the permeability measurement is steady state method, and using gas as a pore fluid gives us the following advantages: (1) Commercial gas flow-meters that cover wide range of flow rate for any kind of gas is available so as to measure wide range of permeability quickly and accurately. (2) Nitrogen gas is chemically inert, and it is only necessary to consider the mechanical effects for the permeability changes with and increase of confining pressure. (3) Gas is less sensitive to temperature change that may induce the error for permeability measurement compared to water.

Permeability does not depend on pore fluid, therefore permeability measured by gas should be the same with that measure by water. Therefore several fluid flow problems were analyzed using permeabilities that were measured by gas instead of water (Wibberley, 2003; Noda and Shimamoto, 2005; Wibberley and Shimamoto, 2005). However, it has been argued that (1) permeability to gas changes with pore pressure changes at same effective pressure, and (2) permeability to gas is relatively higher than that to water. These problems might be related to the pore pressure dependence on gas permeability of Klinkenberg effect (Klinkenberg, 1941). There are few examples, though, that permeabilities are compared with different pore fluids for the same samples (Brace, et al., 1968; Faulkner and Rutter, 2000). Therefore, in this study, permeability measured by nitrogen gas as pore fluid is compared with that measured by water on same samples in effective pressure cycling tests. Then Klinkenberg effect for gas permeability is discussed from experimental data. Sedimentary rocks in the western foothills of Taiwan are used for permeability measurements.

2 Intrinsic permeability and Klinkenberg effect

Intrinsic permeability represents a mobility of fluid within porous rock materials and solely related to pore geometry of rocks itself (porosity, pore shape and pore size dis-
trubution etc.), and is independent of fluid property. Therefore, intrinsic permeability measured by any gas as pore fluid in a laboratory test should be same with that measured by any kinds of fluids. Permeability is functions of both medium and a fluid property, and its relationship to intrinsic permeability is given by

\[ K = \frac{k}{\eta} \rho g \]  

(1)

where \( K \) is permeability (hydraulic conductivity) (m/s), \( k \) is intrinsic permeability (m\(^2\)), \( \eta \) is viscosity of fluid (Pa·s), \( \rho \) is fluid density (kg/m\(^3\)), \( g \) is gravitational acceleration (m/s\(^2\)). Equation (1) indicates that fluid mobility depends on both fluid viscosity and density.

Klinkenberg (1941) discovered that permeability to gas is relatively higher than that to water, and he interpreted this phenomena as “slip flow” between gas molecules and solid walls. Gas molecules collide each other and to pore-walls during traveling through the pore medium. When the pore radius approaches to the mean free path of gas molecules, the frequency of collision between gas molecules and solid walls increases. Therefore this additional flux due to the gas flow at the wall surface, which is called “slip flow”, becomes effective to enhance the flow rate. This phenomenon is called Klinkenberg effect, and its effect is expressed as follows,

\[ k_g = k_l \left( 1 + \frac{4c}{r} \right) = k_l \left( 1 + \frac{ck}{\pi \sqrt{2} r^3 \rho} \right) = k_l \left( 1 + \frac{b}{\rho} \right) \]

(2)

where \( k_g \) is permeability to gas (m\(^2\)), \( k_l \) is permeability to liquid (m\(^2\)), \( l \) is mean free path of the gas molecules (m), \( r \) is pore radius (m), \( \kappa \) is Boltzmann’s constant (JK\(^{-1}\)), \( T \) is temperature (K), \( c \) is constant, \( \rho \) is pore pressure (Pa), \( b \) is Klinkenberg slip factor (Pa). The third term in Eq. (2) is given by the following relationship,

\[ l = \frac{\kappa T}{4\pi \sqrt{2} r^2 \rho} \]

(3)
Equation (2) indicates that if pore radius and gas pore pressure are small and temperature of gas is high, $k_g$ becomes much larger than $k_l$, and $k_g$ approaches to $k_l$ when pore pressure goes to infinite. Brace et al. (1968) and Zoback and Byerlee (1975) performed gas permeability tests at high pore pressure conditions ($p=5$ to $15$ MPa) by transient flow method as to avoid the Klinkenberg effect. Brace et al. (1968) showed that permeability to water on Westerly granite was similar to that to argon gas, however they did not suggest how large pore pressure is enough to avoid Klinkenberg effect for gas permeability tests.

Jones (1972) investigated the relationship between Klinkenberg slip factor $b$ and estimated water permeability $k_l$ for about 100 core samples, and he found that the log $b$ was linearly increased with the log $k_l$ at the range from $10^{-12}$ to $10^{-17}$ m$^2$. Persoff and Hulen (2001) estimated the relationship between $b$ and $k_l$ for less permeable metagraywacke ($10^{-18}$ to $10^{-22}$ m$^2$), and their results were generally consistent with Jones, though the slope seems steeper than Jones’ line and their data are not enough to convince the feature (8 points).

### 3 Geological information for specimens

Surface derived sandstones in the west-central part of the western foothills of Taiwan (Pleistocene to Miocene) were used for our permeability measurements (Table 1). The western foothills is known as a fold and thrust belt, which is developed by the Luzon arc-Asian continental collision during Miocene (Lee, 1990). 1999 Taiwan Chi-Chi earthquake was occurred at the central part of this area, and one of the main thrust faults, the Chelungpu Fault is activated during the earthquake. The western foothills is also well known as oil and natural gas fields, and overpressure is observed at depths in the several oil wells (Suppe and Wittke, 1977). Therefore permeability at depth of fault zones must act important roles for the earthquake behavior, and overpressure generation and maintenance must be related to permeability structure of the basin. Both water and gas permeabilities are also important parameters for oil and natural gas storage
4 Experimental apparatus and permeability measurement

All samples were cored and polished to cylindrical shapes. All specimens have lengths of 5 to 40 mm and diameters of approximately 20 mm. Samples were dried at 80°C in the oven to eliminate pore water for gas permeability measurement, without removing structured water adsorbed to clay mineral surfaces. The experiments were performed by an intra-vessel oil pressure apparatus at room temperature. Experimental system is described in Fig. 1 and the oil apparatus can be built confining pressure up to 400 MPa by mini pressure generator. To confine pressure, avoid the leak, and eliminate the lateral flow during permeability tests, samples are jacketed by 3 to 4 layers of polyolefin that can be easily contracted by heating.

To evaluate intrinsic permeability \( k \), the linear form of Darcy’s law is applied, and it is written as

\[
\frac{Q}{A} = \frac{k}{\eta L} (P_{up} - P_{down})
\]

where \( Q \) is the volume of fluid measured per unit time, \( A \) is the cross-sectional area of the sample, \( \eta \) is viscosity of the pore fluid, \( L \) is sample length, and \( P_{up} \) and \( P_{down} \) are pore pressure of the upper and lower ends of the specimen, respectively. Equation (3) can be applied to incompressible media, however when compressible gas \((PV = \text{constant})\) is used as pore fluid, the average gas permeability \( k_{gas} \) is expressed as (Scheidegger, 1974)

\[
\frac{Q}{A} = \frac{k_{gas} (P_{up})^2 - (P_{down})^2}{\eta L 2P_{down}}.
\]

Therefore Eq. (3) is used to calculate permeability to water and Eq. (4) for nitrogen gas in our experiment.
Permeability was measured by the steady-state flow method that differential pore pressure, \( P_{up} - P_{down} \), is kept constant and that the flow rate flowing out from the downstream of the samples is monitored. Upstream side of pore pressure, \( P_{up} \), was controlled by the gas regulator for both gas and water permeability measurement, and fluid that flows out from the downstream of a specimen was released to atmospheric pressure, which \( P_{down} \) was assumed constant of 0.1 MPa. Viscosity of nitrogen gas and distilled water was assumed constant of \( 16.6 \times 10^{-6} \) (Pas) and, \( 1.0 \times 10^{-3} \) (Pas), respectively. Wide range of gas flow rate from 5 to 0.024 ml/min, which corresponds to permeability from \( 10^{-13} \) m\(^2\) down to \( 10^{-19} \) m\(^2\) in our experiments, was easily measured by coupling several gas flow meters. On the other hand, the flow rate of water was calculated using the digital balance to monitor the weight increment of water flowing out from specimen continuously. Therefore there is no lower limit for water permeability measurement if time permitted.

The confining pressure was cycled from 5 MPa to the maximum 160 MPa for permeability tests. To compare permeability to nitrogen gas and that to water in the same specimen, nitrogen gas was used as a pore fluid for the first 2 or 3 pressure cycles, then distilled water was used instead of nitrogen gas for the last 2 pressure cycles. Before switching pore fluid from nitrogen gas to water, pore flow line was vacuumed for a while, then \( \text{CO}_2 \) was filled in the pore flow line. After vacuumed again, water is poured into the specimens. As solubility of \( \text{CO}_2 \) to water is quite large under high pressure, we can minimize the influence of gas remained within pore and pore fluid lines for the water permeability measurement. Pore pressure dependence on permeability were also investigated to change the differential pore pressure at the same confining pressures.

5 Experimental result

The results of pressure cycling tests for sandstone specimens are shown in Fig. 2. As permeability varies significantly with the change of pore pressure, and error-bars in
figures mainly represent the difference caused by the pore pressure variation (though pore pressure dependences were not measured in several points). The accuracy of flow rate is less than 1%, therefore errors of each plot are within the symbols.

In IVA407, 5 cycles of the effective pressure test are conducted. For first three effective pressure cycle, nitrogen gas was used as a pore fluid, then distilled water was used for the other 2 pressure cycles. Permeability decreases with an increase of effective pressure in all pressure cycles, though the permeability reduces less than one order of magnitude even at 100 MPa. To compare the permeability at the same effective pressure and differential pore pressure (IVA407 in Fig. 2 plots permeability at 0.2 MPa of \(P_{up} - P_{down}\)), permeability to nitrogen gas is 2 to 4 times larger than that to water, and the permeability change due to pore fluid difference is largest compared to that due to change in effective pressure and its cycles at the same pore fluid. The other three specimens (IVA418, IVA419, and IVA478) showed similar trend with IVA407 that permeability to gas is larger than that to water at the same differential pore pressure. However the ratio of permeability to nitrogen gas and water differs between samples. In the case of IVA419 that permeability is relatively smaller than IVA407, permeability to gas is 5 to 7 times larger than that to water. For IVA418 and IVA478 which permeabilities are lowest, permeability to gas is more than 10 times larger than that to water. These results imply that the permeability difference between nitrogen gas and water is larger for less permeable specimens.

Figure 3 illustrates the examples of the relationship between permeability to nitrogen gas and differential pore pressure. Generally, permeability decreases with an increase of differential pore pressure at all effective pressures. For IVA419, the maximum permeability difference among 0.2 to 0.8 MPa of differential pore pressure is by the factor of 1.6, and the difference is nearly the same with an increase of effective pressure.

Figure 4 describes the examples of the relationship between permeability to water and differential pore pressure. Permeability increases with an increase of differential pore pressure for IVA419, which indicates opposite trend to permeability to gas. The maximum difference in permeability due to the differential pressure change is by the
factor of 1.5. However, for IVA478, the differential pore pressure dependence on permeability is not clear.

6 Discussion

6.1 Klinkenberg effect

In Fig. 5, permeability to nitrogen gas is plotted against the inverse of the average pore pressure, $P_{av}$, $(P_{av}=(P_{up}+P_{down})/2)$ to confirm Klinkenberg effect. For most cases, permeability to gas increases linearly with an increase of $1/P_{av}$, and this is consistent with Klinkenberg equation on the assumption that average pore pressure is equivalent to pore pressure of $p$ on Eq. (2). Permeability to water $k_l$ can be estimated from these slopes. Figure 6 shows the difference between estimated permeability from Klinkenberg equation and actual permeability to water. IVA478 indicates that both permeability is almost the same values. For IVA407, IVA418 and IVA419, estimated water permeability is smaller than actual ones, though the difference becomes much smaller compared to the difference between water and gas permeabilities, except IVA407. These results suggest that difference of permeability between gas and water is strongly affected by Klinkenberg effect. For IVA407, estimated water permeability is disordered, and this might be caused by Turbulent flow at higher flow rate for permeability measurements.

6.2 Klinkenberg slip factor

Not only water permeability but Klinkenberg slip factor $b$ can be also approximated from the fitting slopes in Fig. 5. The relationship between water permeability and constant $b$, both of which are estimated from Eq. (2), for 30 sedimentary rocks at the western foothills (330 points) are plotted on Fig. 7. Though the points are scattered, $b$ decreases with increasing permeability to water. The relationship in Fig. 7 is described
as,
\[ b = B \times k_I^{-C} \]  
(6)

where \( B \) and \( C \) are constants. When units of \( k_I \) and \( b \) are selected as m\(^2\) and MPa respectively, the constants \( B \) and \( C \) are evaluated as \( 1.5 \pm 0.6 \times 10^{-7} \) and \( 0.37 \pm 0.038 \), respectively. The constant \( C \) is consistent with previous study by Jones (1972) \((C=0.36)\). The constant \( B \) becomes \( 7.0 \pm 0.4 \) when \( k_I \) and \( b \) are expressed in the unit of md and psi, and the value is also consistent with Jones (1972) of \( B=6.9 \). However, under \( 10^{-19} \) m\(^2\) of permeability, the slope seems to become steeper, and this trend is consistent with Perso and Hulen (2001).

If Eq. (5) is suitable to any sedimentary rocks, the relationship between the ratio of permeability to gas and water \( k_g/k_l \) and differential pore pressure \( P_{up} - P_{down} \) in sedimentary rocks could be illustrated in Fig. 8. Constant \( B=1.5 \times 10^{-7} \) and \( C=0.37 \), which were approximated from Fig. 7, were applied. When permeability to water is higher than \( 10^{-16} \) m\(^2\), the ratio of permeability to gas and water is less than 2. However below \( 10^{-17} \) m\(^2\) of permeability to water, the gap becomes larger, and the ratio \( k_g/k_l \) is 30 at \( 10^{-20} \) m\(^2\) of \( k_I \) and 0.05 MPa of differential pore pressure. Figure 7 implies we cannot neglect the difference between permeability to gas and water any more when permeability is small, and smaller differential pore pressure is applied for permeability measurements.

### 6.3 Pore pressure dependence on water permeability

As shown in Fig. 4, several specimens show differential pore pressure dependence on permeability to water. Sasaki et al. (2003) suggests this trend is due to Bingham plastic flow within small pores. Byerlee (1990) insisted that fluid that flows within the impermeable fault zone may act as Bingham flow, and this may increase the fluid pressure in the fault zone, and reduce the fault strength. Buckingham-Reiner equation which is a basis of Bingham flow formula for one capillary tube model is described as (Massey
where $R$ is radius of capillary tube (m), $\Delta p_0$ is initial differential pressure that fluid flow occurs (Pa), $\Delta p$ is differential pore pressure (Pa), $L$ is a length of a flow path (m), $\mu_p$ is the slope of the relationship of shear stress against rate of shear when $\Delta p > \Delta p_0$ (Pa•s). To combine Darcy’s law in Eq. (1) with Eq. (6), permeability to Bingham plastic fluid is expressed as a following equation,

$$k_l = \frac{Q \mu_w L}{A \Delta p} = R^2 \times \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{4}{3} \right) \left( \frac{\Delta p_0}{\Delta p} \right) + \left( \frac{1}{3} \right) \left( \frac{\Delta p_0}{\Delta p} \right)^4 \right]$$

(8)

where $\mu_p = \mu_w$ is assumed. The experimental result in IVA 389 is compared to Eq. (7) which all pore sizes are assumed to be same (Fig. 9). $\Delta p_0$ and $R$ that are evaluated by least square method became 0.047 MPa and 0.049 $\mu$m, respectively. Approximation curve is generally consistent with experimental data that permeability increases with an increase of differential pore pressure, though Eq. (7) does not completely reproduce. This might be caused by the assumption that all pore sizes in the specimen are same, which are far from natural sedimentary rocks. Furthermore, approximated pore size of 0.049 $\mu$m is quite large compared to general sandstone. Therefore accurate measurements of pore size distribution is necessary to discuss further. However, several data do not show the differential pore pressure dependence on water permeability clearly (Fig. 4), and to convince our assumption that Buckingham-Reiner equation is correlated to this positive pore pressure dependence, additional information such as porosity and grain size are also necessary.

Our laboratory experiments have focused on the porous sedimentary rocks, though it is questionable whether other rocks (incohesive rocks, granite, fractured rock etc.) show the same features. Faulkner and Rutter (2000) compared the permeability to argon gas and that to water for clay rich fault rocks. Their data suggested that argon gas permeability is 10 times larger than that to water, which is in general consistent.
with our results. However they concluded the difference is caused by the reduction of effective pore diameter due to the adhesion of water molecules on crystal surface rather than Klinkenberg effect or the behavior of Bingham plastic flow. It is possible that several mechanisms might affect mutually for water and gas flow, and the most dominant factor depends on the characteristics of specimens, such as the pore shape, mineral components and permeability.

7 Conclusions

Permeability was measured by nitrogen gas and water on the same specimens in effective pressure cycling tests, and followings are remarkable results in our study.

1. Permeability to nitrogen gas was 2 to 10 times larger than that to water on the same specimen.
2. Permeability to nitrogen gas decreases with an increase of pore pressure (or differential pore pressure), and the relationship between permeability to gas and pore pressure could suit to Klinkenberg equation for most experimental data. Moreover water permeability estimate.
3. The relationship between Klinkenberg slip factor $b$ and water permeability at the wide range from $10^{-14}$ to $10^{-20} \text{ m}^2$ is consistent with the empirical relationship reported by Jones (1972) for permeable range ($10^{-12}$ to $10^{-17} \text{ m}^2$) that the log $b$ decreases linearly with an increase of log water permeability.
4. Permeability to water shows positive relationship to differential pore pressure, which can be partially explained by Buckingham – Reiner equation, though the approximation curve does not fully reproduce experimental data.

Our experimental results suggest that the difference between permeability to gas and water is explained by Klinkenberg effect. Therefore if the permeability measured by compressible gas is substituted for water permeability, it is preferable to revise gas permeability using Klinkenberg equation. Moreover it is better to include pore pressure dependence on both water and gas permeabilities for fluid flow problems. If we want to avoid Klinkenberg effect during steady state gas permeability measurements, large differential pore pressure above 1 MPa should be applied, though its value is not enough
for impermeable sedimentary rocks.
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**Table 1.** General information for specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen symbol</th>
<th>Formation</th>
<th>Burial depth (m)</th>
<th>Age (Ma)</th>
<th>Length (mm)</th>
<th>Diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Initial porosity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IVA407</td>
<td>Tungkeng Fm</td>
<td>3900–4500</td>
<td>11.6–14.5</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>22.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVA418 (IVA389)</td>
<td>Shihmentsum Fm</td>
<td>4500–4800</td>
<td>17.8–19</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVA419</td>
<td>Kuanyinshan Ss</td>
<td>4500–4800</td>
<td>14–15</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVA478</td>
<td>Hourdonqkeng Fm</td>
<td>3900–4500</td>
<td>13.9–18</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of gas/water permeability measurement system at high confining pressure.
Fig. 2. Relationship between permeability and effective pressure in pressure cycling tests. Nitrogen gas was used as pore fluid in first 2 or 3 pressure cycles, then distilled water was used last 2 pressure cycles. Error bars mainly reflect on the pore pressure dependence on permeability.
Fig. 3. Differential pore pressure dependence on permeability to nitrogen gas.
Fig. 4. Differential pore pressure dependence on permeability to water.
Fig. 5. Relationship between gas permeability and inverse of average pore pressure to confirm Klinkenberg effect in Eq. (2).
Fig. 6. Comparison of estimated water permeability from Klinkenberg equation and experimental data.
Fig. 7. Klinkenberg slip factor and estimated water permeability power law relationship from the result of gas permeability test for 30 sedimentary rocks in the Western Foothills.

\[ b = 1.5 \times 10^{-7} \times k^{-0.37} \]
Fig. 8. The relationship between the ratio of gas and water permeability and differential pore pressure evaluated from the empirical relationship of Fig. 8. Constant $B$ of $1.5 \times 10^{-7}$ and $C$ of 0.37 are used to illustrate curves.
Fig. 9. Differential pore pressure dependence on water permeability. The trend is compared to the approximation curve of Eq. (7), which is based on the Bingham plastic flow into the assembly of a capillary tube.